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Bay Area alumni carry
torch for Tigers
Following UOP's upset victory
over the Georgetown Hoya's in
December, this letter was sent the
Sports Editor of the San Francisco
Chronicle by Stanley Lichtenstein,
President of the University of the
Pacific Alumni Association, summing
up the sentimets of alums living in the
Bay Area.
I can't tell you how frustrat
ing it is to read your Sports Section
Sunday and NOT find a story about
the
University
of
PacificGeorgetown
Basketball game
Saturday.
You did man
age to get the final
score: UOP won
73-56, which is a
major victory for
Pacific, the Bay
Area and the West.
And the Chronicle
doesn't
even
report the nation
ally
important
game!
Shame on
you. And yet you do a picture and
full story about Fresno State's loss
to LSU. I understand you are only
interested in Bay Area sports news,
but why cover a Fresno loss and
not a UOP victory? Stockton is
only 70 miles away!
There are over 20,000 UOP
grads and supporters in the Bay
Area, and we all say the same

thing: What does it take to get
UOP mentioned in the Chron?
The Tigers are 7 and 1 this year
with a really fine team and yet
ignore us. You did reprot last
week's win over Santa Clara, however.
And I'm sure you want to sell
lot's of papers in Stockton, Tracy
and the "Valley"', so why not pro
mote in these areas in the Chron?
In 1950, when the Chron
wuldn't mention Eddie LeBaron
and the ten and 0
Tigers, the students
organized a car car
avan to 5th and
Mission
and
burned the Sports
Editor in effigy
which finally woke
up your paper.
Will it take
another fire to
wake you folks up
there?
Thanks
for
reading this.
Sincerely
Stan Lichtenstein
President,
UOP
Association

Alumni
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Margaret Rose Upper poses with the Mayor of Riverside, Ronald O. Loveridgi

It's a small world for
UOP alumni

The Tigers have provided all the
fire
themselves.The San Francisco
Chronicle has stepped up its coverage of
UOP recently, featuring center Micheal
Olowokandi in a January profile.

On the cover: Michael Olowokandi, the UOP Tiger's
center, returns to the line-up for tonight's game.

BAUN STUDENT FITNESS CENTER
Fitness Membership Includes:
Free Aerobics, Stairmaster Equipment,
Racquetball, Weight Machines, and a
Huge Free Weight Area!

(

If

Membership Fee: $45/semester -or- $85/school year
New Weight Room Hours:
M-R: 7:00 am-10:00 pm
F: 7:00am-7:30pm
S: 9:00 am-5;00 pm

DBS

On September 26, there was ft
Membership Reception for al itli
members and guests of thi
Newcomers Club of Riverside
The Mayor of the City o
Riverside, Ronald O. Loveridgi
was guest speaker. Bette Rowe T
the President of the Newcomer
Club said, "Will all the member
of the Board come up front t<
have a group picture with our
Mayor(?)"
While we were all waiting fa
Board members to assemble, one
of the members asked me to spea
Japanese again. I love speakiP
Japanese! Mayor Loveridge aske
"Where did you learn to speak
Japanese like that? I said, "I gra
uated from the University of
Pacific in Stockton and, w . .
was there, I studied Japanese wi
Professor Kawarabayashi tro
Kyoto, Japan." Mayor LoverPg ti
was excited! He said, "I also gr
uated from the University o
Pacific in Stockton."
our
The
husband
of
the
Newcomers President, was ^
photographer who was to ta $ ,
group picture, he was ex
after hearing our conversatio
University of the Pacific and the
"Hey, I graduated fromy The
University of the Pacific, tooSchool of Pharmacy."

See MuppeH P"9'

uiton rises again for
997-98, promise kept
frustrated with the costs of the
school, and the jump in tuition in
naging Editor
the past years.
Once again, tuition is on the
"It's ridiculous," said Shawna
for the students of Pacific,
Farrelly, a Sports Sciences major.
his year, however, the trend may
"They get enough money from us
,changing as the 3.02% increase
as it is."
1997-98 is the lowest in 20
Farelly's sentiment is shared by
ears and President DeRosa makes
many students.
on his promise not to sur"They are just hurting them
ass the 3.3 percent inflation rate.
selves," senior Rob Carmen said.
Basic tuition for the fall acade
"Pretty soon this school is going to
mic year will increase by $540,
be unaffordable for everybody,
om $17,910 to $18,450. Room
enrollment
will go
Ind board will
down and the overall
fncrease $110,
"/ set a goal of hold
faculty income will
•rom $5,526 to
decrease," he added.
•5,636 which ing our increses to
Other
students
Is 2.0 percent. no more than the
seemed indifferent to
JThe average increase in the cost of
the tuition increase, if it
(increase for a
doesn't
mean more
•full time stu- living."
money out of their
Ident living on
- UOP President pocket.
[campus will be
"I don't mind the
Donald DeRosa
[2.73 percent.
tuition increase," said
[Mandatory ""™™""""———
Brad Quon an engineer
[fees will remain constant.
ing major. "...So long as my grants
"I'm delighted that the
and scholarships cover it."
I Regents voted to keep the increase
The tuition increase actually
I below inflation," DeRosa said in a
helped the faculty's cause.
written statement. "Any increase
Effective January 1, 1997, the total
is too much, but I think we've sent
amount allocated for faculty
a message to students that we are
salaries was increased by 3 percent
very serious about keeping costs as
overall, giving faculty a long
| low as possible."

Sign of Spring in the air

IEBEKAH SLICK

Some students said they are

Photo Archives

Hey, you better save your receipt! Students line up in
front of the UOP Bookstore to buy their school books
.. . but will they ever read them?

See Tuition on page 6

UOP wins $8.3 million to $0.00 on Regents call
I JANELL BAUER
Pacifican

staff writer

After years of borrowing to
its $140 million annual budPacific is finally debt free for
toe first time in ten years after
using investment gains to pay off
an *8-3 million debt.

The Board of Regents voted
biliary 9 to take funds from the
todowment, which due to invest
ments had risen to about $74 mil'°n, and use it to pay off the debt.
"I am pleased with the boards'
achon. Given
the exceptional
j|atos, the result of the Regents'
ct'°n will not materially alter the
distribution to the various

Since UOP will no longer have
academic programs and scholar
to waste money paying off interest
ships supported annually by
on loans, more than $400,000 will
earnings,"
said
endowment
be used
to
President
strengthen
"The
Board
had
an
opportunity
D o n a l d
University pro
DeRosa.
to prudently and expiditiously grams such as
DeRosa
capitalize on... exceptional
student schol
has
said
arships,
said
that increas growth to clean up the balance
DeRosa
ing faculty
sheet and financially position
"Obviously,
salaries is
$400,000 in a
the
University
for
the
future."
one of his
-Chair of the Board of "$140 million
top priori
budget
isn't
ties
and
Regent's Finance Committee, that much, but
paying off
it is significant.
the
debt
~~
Four
hundred
thousand
here, and a
might stabilize UOP finances
half
a
million
there
it
all adds up
enough for this to happen on a reg
and gives more resources to put
ular basis.

toward our institutional priorities,"
said DeRosa.
Only a portion of the money
made from interest on the endow
ment fund gains and earning will be
used to pay off the debt. After the
debt is paid off the endowment bal
ance will be $65.5 million. No gift
principle was used in accordance
with instructions received from
endowment donors.
"I commended the Board for
this courageous decision," said
Academic Council President Peg
Langer. "Retiring the debt will pro
vide a strong financial base for the
future growth and strength of the
University."

C
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Floods devastate Northern California, threaten
DERK PIPPIN
Editor-in-Chief

While the majority of UOP stu
dents were enjoying the holiday
season off-campus, a devastating
series of sub-tropical storms pum
melled
Northern
California,
destroying levies throughout the
Central Valley, and causing more
than $1 billion in flood damages.
The floods, which began New
Year's Day, displaced over one hun
dred thousand area residents, and
took the lives of eight people in the
region's worst flooding in 50+ years.
Meteorologists issued warnings a
week before the storms hit, but
remained baffled by the unrelent
ing weather that carried abnormally
high levels of moisture from the
Hawaiian Islands to the West Coast.
"The thought of Stockton flood
ing never crossed my mind. And
then I drove over the Calaveras and
saw the river a foot and a half from
its bank," said Erich Zancanella, a
life-long resident of Stockton.
"Then I was scared."
Continuous rain drowned campus areas.
The bad weather has quieted in
recent weeks, but continued snow
fall in the Sierra Mountains has kept river levels high
and Californian's nervous.
"I walk across that bridge a lot, and people haven't
realized how close we have gotten to flooding," said
Edmund Santomeir, who paints on the levy bank.
"Because the rainy season hasn't even begun yet, peo
ple should take proper action before the inevitable."
Currently, the Caleveras is running much higher
than normal, even though it remains well below
flood stage.
Many of the flood's victims have blamed
California water officials for creating the disaster.
They claim water levels were left too high in the
state's reservoirs and dams, and the damage could
have been avoided with better planning.

Drawing by Frank I

General educatioi
course available

Cars seim in many parking lots.

Photo by Scott Kaufmann

In at least the two recent issues of
— thf
Pacifican, two letters referred to the lack o
course offerings in the general education cate
gory III, area C. There is good news for th°se
who would like to see more course offering5,
A newly designed course in this area i
being offered this Spring 1997 titled
"Technology and Society," which is listed a
ENGR11 on page 37 of the Spring 1997 C°ur*
Schedule. The course is designed for n°
technical majors. Very briefly, it explores tn
origins of the major technological develop
ments and their impact on society, cultur
and human environment.
For further information about the cour*
contact Prof. Pejack at ext. 3082.
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me da money! Show me da money!

j p t t o match Cal Grants in Fall for incoming Freshmen
$10
$ 10 million to the $250 million Cal
Grant program, scholarships will
ricp
t n $9,105.
m s Total
Tntai annual
annual finan
finan.
rise to
cial
aid
for
UOP
students
could
-)P students can expect to see
almost
meet
annual
tuition.
inancial aid double, making
The decision is part of a larger
checks less painful, as the
marketing
plan that has been
ity promises to match Cal
designed to attract students to the
scholarships.
small private university since a 5.6
Ve have been and will contin
percent enrollment drop last fall.
ue a leader in reaching out to
DeRosa said he expects most
students who need
students
drawn to UOP by the
aid to attend the college
additional
aid will be students who
iversity of their choice,"
otherwise would
jjjent
Donald
attend
the
Jsa said at a "UOP is prepared to
University
of
l> t press confer- expand enrollment
California
or
"By bringing
California
State
Cal Grants to and we hope our finan
University schools.
these students cial-aid efforts
"Independent
'doubling what
will
be
means
to
bring
universities
can
are getting from
educate
many
of
more high
itate,
these
students,"
student achieving students to
said DeRosa.
fently receiving a
Students
are
campus."
Cal Grant
pleased with the
lid of $7,164 will
University's deci
jive an annual
Donald DeRosa sion.
ncial aid package
————
"I think it is
$14,328,
just
wonderful
because
students don't
122 under UOP's annual
have to pay so much for a good
ion.
education," said junior Stasia
|lf Gov. Pete Wilson's proposed
Melton
get plan to is approved, adding
TUMLEY

'A
=taff writer
icans

Grant

"It is great that the school can
offer this opportunity for students,"
D a v i d Dexler.
said senior David
"This will definitely help out
the college bound," said senior
Maggie Kern. "UOP is making a
very generous maneuver."
Cal Grants are awarded annual
ly to California residents for under
graduate education based on high
academic performance and finan-

cial need. The deadline for Cal
Grant applications is March 2.
I n f o r m a t i o n i s available i n t h e
financial aid office. 946-2421

If you have any late
breaking news call
Elissa Lumley at

946-2115

Mortar Board's "Top
Prof", Dr. Larry Merideth
Originally from Texas, Dr.
Merideth has received both his
PH.D. from Harvard University
and his ordination as a
Methodist
minister.
Dr.
Merideth came to the University
of the Pacific in 1966 as the
Dean of the Chapel, and in 1981
he became Professor of Religious
Studies.
His current classes
include World Religion, Religion
and Cinema, The Life and
Teaching of Jesus Christ, and
Religion and American Culture.
He has received the Alex Spanos

Outstanding Teacher Award as
well as receiving two Fullbright
Scholarships.
These scholar
ships made it possible for him to
study in Indonesia and Austria.
Dr. Merideth is also a published
author with his book "The
Sensuous Christian."
Because of his commitment
to his students, his creative
teaching style, and his infec
tious personality, Mortar Board
would like to congratulate Dr.
Larry Merideth as our December
1996 Top Professor.

fSHlRTS, HATS, JACKETS,MUGS
IfENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!!

• WW IN THIS AO & GST 5% Off
_ THE 8EST PRICES IN TOWN!

fewelry Design. Jewelry Repair

0

1997-98 Financial Aifl
Priorily Application Date • Cal Grant Deadline

March 2
JEWELERS
:-:43

Pacific Ave.
S«Y Square
'3ck'on,CA 95207

JON 0KUHARA
(209) 478-9815
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Tuition

continued from page 3

awaited pay raise.
DeRosa said he is working to
meet the needs of those involved
with the university, from the stu
dents, to their mentors.
"Historically, like many other
institutions, we have been increas
ing tuition on the Stockton cam
pus at rates that were nearly dou
ble the rate of increase in infla
tion,"
DeRosa said.
"I said that the competitive
colleges and universities would be
those that were able to contain
their costs, and I set a goal of hold
ing our increases to no more than
the cost of living. I am pleased to
report that we have been able to
do just that," he said.

Muppets

continued from page 2

All in one spot, a City Mayor,
a pharmacist, and a school teacher
all proud of to admit being mem
bers of the University of the
Pacific Alumni. And we learned
that Mayor Loveridge's wife
Marsha, his parents, Fay and
Helen Loveridge, also graduated
from UOP. Yes, it's a small world
after all for UOP alumni.
Margaret Rose Lipper
School of Education 1970

There must be some way
to avoid doing the same thing
for the next forty years.
You'll be getting your degree from a top school. And you're ready to find a great job.
The question is: which job? And can it Interest you for your whole career?
At Andersen Consulting, it's our job to help clients do what they do. Only better.
For you, that means opportunity and challenge.
Part of our business is anticipating the future.
So come talk to us about yours.
Find out more about a career with Andersen Consulting

only minutes from class!
great move in special!
one bedroom $399.00 moves you in
two bedroom $499.00 moves you in
three bedroom $599.00 moves you in

Andersen Consulting is an equal opportunity employer.
© 1991 Andersen Consulting, AA & Co., S.C,

Engineering, Computer Science and Business Majors

MEET A RECENT UOP GRAD!
With all that s going on this month, don't forget to mark your calendar to meet with us and learn first hand
about our challenges and rewards. You could soon be joining recent University of the Pacific grads who are now
members of the Andersen Consulting team.
General information Session:
Wednesday, February 19th 7:00pm - 9:00pm
Regents Dining Room

bring this ad and your student i.d.
and receive an ac
$25.00 off your monthly rent

Oahuiood Apartments Community
7620 North El Dorado
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 478-7881

...in preparation for interviews on:
Friday, March 7th

Be sure to turn in your resume, transcript and completed Andersen Consulting persona! data
sheet to Career Services by the Tuesday, February 25th deadline.
And out more about us on the internet at: http://www.ac.com
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EDITORAL

UOP still aching from loss of virginity
Every person who planned their
college experience probably imag
ined going to the big football game
every Saturday. Our team would
march confidentially on to the field,
and carry the trophy triumphantly
off.
School spirit would flow
through the veins of the students.
Pep rallies, social functions and bon
fires, too.
It didn't exactly turn out to be
like that at UOP.
In fact, it turned out to be quite
the opposite. Attendance at football
games was poor at best. And the
overall winning percentage of the
football team was poor at best.
Funny how every UOP student
was the world's biggest NCAA
Division I football fan right after the
dismissal of the program.
Administrators were wrong to
cut football. Or were they?
Maybe it was a calculated move.
Maybe a survey was taken at
UOP and it was revealed that stu
dents only had enough energy to
support one sport. They ran the
numbers and found that it would
not be possible to get enough people
to go to both football and basketball
games to make it worthwhile to have

both. Maybe the administrators
had the foresight to see that a win
ning, or championship season was
impossible on the football field.
Why not put all our resources and
people power towards a sport that
we're good at?
The people who made that deci
sion to cut the program now look
like geniuses. Knowing that we stu
dents only had enough energy to
support one sport, and knowing that
a championship season from our
football team was about as likely as a
tuition drop, they decided to focus
our energy for us toward a team that
had a snowball's chance. And now
that our basketball team is winning,
we should thank them.
But what if these administrators
are not geniuses, and the move to
drop football was made by a ouija
board at a late night bash at Casa De
Rosa? We, as students, cannot sit
idle and let what happened to foot
ball happen ever again. We need to
feel comfortable that the next time
we leave for vacation our administra
tors will not revoke another icon of
college life from underneath our feet.
We need to be the deciding voice on
campus, not the ones whose pay

checks we pay.
The easiest way to send the mes
sage that we care about our sports
programs is to simply go to the
games. The administrators would
have had a tougher time axing foot
ball had there been overwhelming
support at the games. I guess they
knew that the four students who reg
ularly attended the Saturday specta
cle would run out of energy before
comprising a worthy revolt.
The great thing about college
sports is the revelation that those
athletes playing the sports are your
neighbors, classmates and friends.
It's cool to be walking to class and see
some seven foot guy that may soon
have a million dollar contract with
an NBA team. Or even to sit in the
same room with that girl who served
the winning point in the volleyball
contest. After UOP, the only place
we will be seeing these people will be
in the comer of our living rooms,
not the comer of the Summit.
We need to embrace this thing
called "college life" while we are
here, because much like virginity,
and football, once it's gone, you're
screwed, and there is no getting it
back!

Pacifican editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors.
nacifiVfail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the third floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at pacin
:an@UOP.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Advertise
• Display - We accept both national and
local display advertising. We charge $10 per
column inch. For more information, contact
our advertising staff at (209) 946-2114.
•Classified - Classified advertising can be
purchased -SI per line for UOP staff and
students, $2 per line for all others. A line
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and spaces. We accept only cash and checks
and advance payment is required. The
Pacifican has a minimum circulation of
4000. Please call Christina Flowers at (209)
946-2115.
Subscribe
Payment of student fees entitles each stu
dent to one free copy of each issue. A year
subscription to the Pacifican costs $30 ($15
per semster). Said check or money order to:
3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA 95211,
Attn: Subscriptions.
The Pacifican is located on the third floor of
Hand Hall (above KUOP). Office hours are
Monday through Friday. 9 am to 5 pm.
Telephone:
Editorial: (209) 946-2115
Advertising: (209) 946-2114
Business (209) 946-2113
Facsimile: (209) 946-2195
Mail: 3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton. CA
95211
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK

What's your New Year's resolution?"

"To watch General
Hospital everyday"
-Aimee Tomasso, Fr

Quit smoking!"
-Nikos Acuna, Fr

"I want to grow to
be five feet"

SIX MAJOR

-Rachel Vasquez, jr.

ADVANTAGES
TO BECOMING
AN ARMY DENTIST.

"To quit scraping
my knees"
-Debbie Dallas, Fr.

"To chew lots more
bubble gum"

"To open up my own
panty hose company"

-Joe Bazooka, Jr.

-Jignesh Patel, Sr.

You won't have to make the initial investment it lakes to set up a
dental practice.

COMPUTERS.

2

No cont inning investment in manpower and devoting the time it
lakes to maintain a staff.

3

Army demistsspend their full working days doing what they are
trained tor—practicing dent istry.

4

1 h(> Anny trains fn'isted dental assistants and hires trained civil
ians to be part of thedental team,

3

You'll have an opportunity to practice your profession here or
abroad irt the most up-to-date facilities imaginable. If you are so
inclined, leaching opportunities exist.

£

beyond professional rewardsare the emotional ones. /As a dentist
and an officer treating soldiers, your days will bespent in the ser
vice of your country.

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

Ralph's Software & Computers
429 East March Lane- Sui,e- c

* Stockton, CA 95217 • 957-5555

(•el full details and information on Army Dentistry
Call:

.

1-800-235-2769, ext. 321

ARMY MEDICINE. BE AH YOU CAN BE:

The
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Feature

Stephanie Boore
Feature Editor
946-2155

erspective

LE X

zamansky
acifican staff writer

As i pulled into the parking lot

f Grace Covell the Monday before

chool started, I felt as though it

September again and that
hool was starting all over, which
deed it was. It took me and my
ad a whole half an hour to haul
v college "stuff" up to the third
00r of Grace Covell where my
com was waiting for me. As I
ntered the hall on the third floor,
1 saw many faces that I had seen
last semester and in the process,
became good friends. Of course
the Resident Assistant, Mike, was
there inspecting things as he usu
ally does. One of the more sadder
things I noticed as I moved back
into my room was, that, some peo
ple had not returned to the dorm
or had moved way down the hall.
One really good friend moved
clear across campus and into Casa
Jackson. This was just the begin
ning, though.
While I wanted to return to
school, I did not long for the din
ing hall food. I asked my parents
to take me out for dinner one last
time before I returned to the
dorm. Having both lived on a
campus when they were younger
and remembering what they went
through, they obliged.
One of the main reasons I
wanted to come back was to see
the men's basketball team whom I
had heard did REALLY well over
the break. As soon as I stepped
foot in my room, I promised
myself that I would see their next
game. Unfortunately, at the time
their next game would be in Texas.
So, after looking at their schedule I
improvised and will attend their
next home game, along with
10,000 other people. Speaking of
5Ports, wouldn't it be cool if we
^d a football team? That is a
direct hint to the head honcho of
as

I'OP.

After seeing my schedule was
"tore structured than the last (and
also learning that graduate schools
fend to ignore first semester
grades), I felt more confident
about my classes than I did last
Dniester. I also felt confident
;vhen my bill for my books was a
'ot less because of the fact that I
had continuation classes, such as
see freshman page 12

Movie review

Evita soars in film version
JOSH POWELL
Pacifican staff writer

Those of you who break out
into hives at the thought of a
Broadway show would be pleasant
ly surprised with this one. We've
come a long way from "Hello,
Dolly!". The music is by Andrew
Lloyd Webber ("Phantom of the
Opera") and the plot is sexy and
exciting.
"Evita'"s original cast featured
two Broadway greats, Patti LuPone
and Mandy Patinkin. The shock of
Madonna and Antonio "Can He
Sing" Banderas filling such shoes
prepared us for the next shock; it
works. The story of Evita's rise to
power as the wife of Argentine
President Juan Peron is ideally suit
ed to the spectacle of film and the
cast, for the most part, is well up to
the task.
The plot follows Eva from her

Being here
JOE GALL1NA
Pacifican columnist
The purpose of our being here is
simple: It is to act in such ways as to
benefit yourself and others, while
on a greater scale, making the world
we all share a better place.
It is having the ability to see the
good in all things, no matter how
seemingly corrupted. It is also the
ability to see the possibility of
improvement in all things, no mat
ter how seemingly flawless.
It is to take the value of each
day, and to juice it for all it's worth.
It is to recognize that each day may

beginnings as a poor, small-town
girl to the end of her life and there
isn't a dull moment in between.
Though tasteful and even respect
ful, the film portrays Eva's ruthless
pursuit of power and position. She
coldly sleeps her way to the top, not
because she's wanton but because
the inner force that drives her is
strong enough to make her do any
thing.
As Eva, Madonna is the movie's
largest weak spot. Though she is
truly brilliant in the last fifteen
minutes, the first two hours are a
clinic of poor acting with brief
flashes of talent. Her singing is
palatable for the most part but
much of the music had to be low
ered for her which makes for some
husky low notes. In truth,
Madonna's best and worst perfor
mances of her life can be seen in
"Evita."

be your last, while being positive
that you will have thousands more.
It is to strive for the impossible.
It is to reach for the moon and stars
with your bare hands. For only in
the pursuit of the unthinkable can
you reach your full potential.
Though the goal of your journey
may never be reached, it is in tTying
for the impossible that you find the
possible. It brings you to the limit
of the things you can achieve, and
gives you the ability to look at them
with content. It also lets you look at
that which you can not achieve
without regret, sorrow, or envy.
It is taking defeat in stride;
never giving up. It is changing
yourself perpetually while always

The real culprit is the lip-sync
ing. In film musicals, the actual
singing in the film is recorded in a
sound studio and the actors have to
lip-sync the songs when the filming
starts. Madonna knows that the
public won't tolerate anything less
than perfection in that area and she
seems too preoccupied with it to
act. In the last part of the film, she
gets to sing "live" for the camera
and is stunning.
We knew that Madonna could
sing but no such faith existed for
Banderas who plays the vital role of
Che. As the narrator and voice of
the Argentine people, Che is a huge
character. Credit director Alan
Parker for letting Banderas be
Banderas; sultry and sexy. Instead of
playing Che as the idealist, he plays
him as an angry young man who
will fight for what he needs and yes,
see Evita page 12

staying the same person. It is in the
knowledge you gain on your jour
ney, either self learned or taught to
you by another. It is trying and not
failing. It is succeeding, but never
being satisfied with success. It is
always searching...searching for a
better place, but still being content
with where you are right now.
It is answering to standards that
only you set, and yielding to others
only when they overlap with
yours'. It is knowing that nothing
will ever mean anything unless you
give it value and purpose - includ
ing yourself.
It is seeing all the things you
believe in, all the things you work
for, crumble into nillions of pieces
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Delta Delta Delta was founded as a national
sorority in 1888. Today, it is one of the top
three national sororities. In 1917, Tao Kappa
Kappa was founded at Pacific. In 1959, Tao
Kappa Kappa received their Tri Delta charter creating the Phi Rho chapter.
Tri Delta has a strong focus on academics and leadership. They held
the highest GPA among the sororities for 20 semesters. Members of Tri
Delta are involved in over 40 on campus and off campus organizations.
All of Tri Delta's 133 chapters throughout the nation are dedicated to
raising money to fund children's cancer research. Each year members
of the Pacific chapter make wash cloth bunnies with
candy eggs inside to take to the children
in the cancer ward of the
UC Davis Medical Center.
The 71 women of Tri
Delta are very proud to
welcome their 28 new
members.
The
new
pledges
are sent
from
Grace
Covell into
Sorority
Circle where they are greeted by their
"silver sis". The "silver sis" will serve as
the new pledge's guide into the life of the
sorority. Here, the women of Tri Delta cele
brate the big day with hugs and cheers.

arm

i greeted all it's
new pledges with silver buckets. Inside were a letter
from the "silver sis", a t-shirt, a bumper sticker and various other Tri
Delta Goodies. Here, a new member is met with open arms by her sisters before.
even reaches the group. A new family is born!

cam
Pilin
many j
ters as J
sible i
two pit
ups, the i
sistersi
victory lapt
their own
"This hasbm
a really goot
year!", accord
ing to Chantdk
Lowe, pledj
coordinator ft)
Tri Delta. *Th
best we've had ii
a long time!

Ar

Once again Delta Gamma has completed a successful rush and we're excited to welcome 26
wonderful new members to our sorority
Although Bid Day did not officially start until one o'clock, the house was buzzing with
anticipation to "rock" sorority circle by 8 am.
In the next few months, these ladies have a lot to look forward too. They will receive
an anchor mate or mom" in the house who will spoil them rotten during "pixie week" and welcome
them into their new family line.
We're also looking forward to exchanges with Pike, AKL, and Phi
Delta this spring.
Delta Gamma was founded in
1873. The Pacific chap
ter began as the
Emendia Society
and is now known
as the Delta Epsilon
chapter of
Delta
Gamma. The ladies of
Delta
Gamma
are
proud to receive 26 new
Every
members
house prepares for the
this rush.
new arrivals in a different way. The
Delta Gamma house displays the name of
each new pledge with posters and pride.
Balloons cover every spare corner while music
blasts across campus.

women ofDc
Gamma display their am'
heritage with sailor caps for all the'1'
pledges. There's a smile on every face as the gift bags of I
are handed out to each new sister. "This has been a
rush!" says one DG. "We are so pumped "I

Feature

KA0

Kappa Alpha Theta was
founded in 1870, at
Depauw University. Theta
is the first women's fraternity formed in the United States
and Canada. There are over a hundred Kappa Alpha
a chapters across the U.S. and Canada. The reason
we are a fraternity is because the word "sorority" had not
yet been coined when Theta was founded. By the time
the word was coined, the ladies of Theta found no reason
to change. Our colors are black and gold, our flower is the
pansy, and our symbol is the kite. Together the members
of Kappa Alpha Theta serve their philanthropy, CASA,
the Court Appointed Special Advocate program, an orga
nization that serves to assist abused children in the
court system. And together the women of
this fraternity stride for intellectual
and moral growth that meets
the higher and broad___ er
demands
of
muuw
.
mature life.
Phi Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Theta has
been at U.O.P. since
1959. And the ladies of
Kappa Alpha Theta would
TI *
\
like to congratulate their 23
Theta,
m \
"
esome New Members as
which prides
itself on the diversity
well as the new members of
Of it's members, poses in
Alpha Phi, Delta Gamma and
front of their house. "We're really
„
Tri C. ,
excited about our new girls!" says
ri-ueita..

Arh

X.

one Theta sister. Not to be out
done by Tri Delta, Theta was sure
to have a little car show of their
own and included them in the
portrait.

A VI9

The prestigious interna
tional women's fraternity, Alpha Phi, has moved
3nf
C
m
us
at
AI f P
UOP. Alpha Phi was founded in 1872.
Wil1
occuPy the Graduate House, in
Phi
rat
e
^ mity Circle, come the fall of 1997, after a summer
anc* reclecorating their new digs.
sorority that UOP has come to know as
The
s
j
* '" has been very busy.
niv
^
1996, Alpha Phi was selected by the
ersit
,ajt
Y °f the Pacific, "to colonize a new chapter in a
ership of excellence."
F°undPila Plli is startinS new traditions at UOP," say the
Members of Alpha Phi. "We have an awesome
Ond °f ^ec^catecl women who sincerely feel the sisterhood
0 Alpha Phi and want to make it the best it can be."

gone quite well!
Excellent actually!" As a mem
ber of Alpha Phi, UOP's newest sorority, Ann
Marie Godfrey summed up the fledgling sisterhood's first Bid
Day. In it's first venture, Alpha Phi had to receive it's new pledges on
the lawn ,none the less, as seen here, solidarity ruled the day!

Feature
MEmoiES pIF xppDS AMD XADNE**
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JONATHAN HIRSCHBEIN
Pacifican staff writer
Watching the tube today (a
voluntary tranquilizer) and caught
a Biography show on Edward
Gien...Serial killer extrordinaire.
At first, it seemed kind of disgust
ing with the photos they shot of
victims and their remains and the
results of his slayings, being his
trade of ceramics with the left
overs of those he killed. Bedposts
of femurs capped with human
skulls, dresses and coats made of
skin and belts made of nipples. But
suddenly I felt the feeling of non
chalance and the fact that I had
seen similar doings (or undoings)
somewhere before. A little further
in thought process, and I realized

it was our basic society, I had seen
this before: Clothing catalogs.
Ordinary street people. My par
ents, for Christ's sake.
I pose this question: What the
hell's the difference between what
Edward Gien found fashion in,
and what your basic, uncourted
civilian finds it in? ...I ask you.
Nothing. Fact, pal. Fact. There is
no difference, except it's consid
ered immoral to wear the back of a
fat woman as a dress, while using
the back of a cow to lay in front of
the fireplace can be considered a
romantic setting. What kind of
shit is that? And he was impris
oned and killed for these acts,
when there's people that take
slaughtered cows and, from them,

Freshman

continued from page 9

My friends and I found out
that they did a lot of the same
things I did on the semester break:
Not sleep until 2-3 in the morning
and not get up until noon or 1 pm.
Hey, that is what college does to
someone. At least it did that to
this freshman.
My first day of classes went
well. Things went well in Mentor,
primarily because the students, as
well as the professor were half
asleep. Of course I wasn't.
Chemistry was a mere review of
last semester, plus I sat next to a
really pretty girl. Things were good
and as I went to my Volleyball

Being here

class, things got better. The class
was an in-and-out deal where we
got the rules and were notified
how the grades are earned, and
then we all were adjourned. Going
to Statistics was incredible. I must
say that Prof. Larry Langley knows
his stuff. After class, I went over to
the Summit for lunch where I got
a deli sandwich, drink, and ice
cream all for the LOW price of
$5.00. Hmmm.
Day one went well, and hope
fully that trend will continue.
Especially the part where I sit next
to the pretty girl

continued from page 9

continued from page 9

all around you and not being able
to do a thing about it. It is still keep
ing a solid grip on your sanity. It is
picking up those pieces and starting
all over again...and again...and
again...and again.
It is letting go - it is moving on.
It is putting the past in your back
pocket, keeping a good pace on
your present direction, and not
glancing over your shoulder in fear
of the uncertain future. It is learn
ing from error without shame. It is
accepting the things you have no
control over as they are, and doing
your best to stay your course by
controlling the things you can.
Like I said, the purpose of our
being here is simple: It is to live.

he can sing.
Cinematically, "Evita" is beauti
ful. The visuals in the parade scene
are breathtaking and epic in scale.
Parker makes a few odd directing
choices, such as starting Che's
opening song with a medium closeup, but the film soars in spite of it.
The buzz keeps mentioning
Madonna as an Oscar nominee but
that is, hopefully, absurd. She's not
all that spectacular even if the film
is. Still, definitely see "Evita" and
spend the extra bucks for the the
ater where you'll have the advan-

Cot a story? Call
946-2115

design and market hundreds of
styles of leather jackets, and
they're considered to be a fabric
genius. And they get paid, for that
matter, while Edward Gien was
crucified! (Now take into note that
in no way am I supporting or jus
tifying the hands or mind of Ed
Gien, ...but I'm trying to bring
into clarity that there really is no
difference between him and the
ordinary leather manufacturer.)
Certain
campaigns
have
exposed animal cruelty in indus
tries (ie. fur trade), in which mil
lions of rabbits, foxes, raccoons,
and other animals are trapped,
drowned or beaten 'till death right
there in the comfort of their own
wild. Others have the luck of
being gassed, strangled or electro
cuted on fur farms. There's been
media exposures of industries pro
moting painful product testing in
which dogs, cats, mice and rats are
force-fed detergents or have toxic,
cosmetic ingredients smeared on

K4&

aKappajllpha Theta
would like to welcome and congratulate
their spring 1997 new members

Michelle Poss
Sara foela Motte
JCrista Punzweiler
Sheryl Garcia
Christina Xgu
Caura Xegler
T)arlene Okita
Valree Plumice

Angelica "Tirade
P>ana Villamar
jCgraine Tee
JCindsaijJordan
JCristaJTemn
jTikki .Cosher
jdddieJiauschild

Tara barker

Jlmber pamos

jTatalie £>oir

Elizabeth patto

Sarah 'Porter
•Kelly Schneider

Wendy Paynor

If you need work
the Pacifkan
can help.

their shaved, raw skin. ...It's alia
same. Hell, as sick as it is t0
maybe we should've given Gi
his own designer copyright a'
he could've made something'
himself.
The Nazis treated Jews li
experimental animals. Hitler mat
lampshades of Jewish skin, at
used woman's hair to mop upthe
own blood. The only difference
can come up with between t!
reinventing of the human pj
pose, like Hitler did, and the lab
ratory imprisoning of monke
whom are commonly injecti
with AIDS and other incurab
viruses, ...is that Hitler cou
understand the woman screamin
"No, please don't do this," as 1
had her scalp removed from h
head, ...while the monkey simp
beats himself to death, 'cause ai
cries he makes to have himsi
spared, is just a sound we car
seem to understand.

Beriiadetle Spaderalla

<£

A&E Editor
946-2115

SOAP UPDATES

•Mjtf CHILDREN: Maria
!!' ^ei«4ve to say nothing for
i;h skint'Later, assessing the ten]J niof-:Tn Dimitri and Edmund,
JS umed Edmund had slept
'betweer " Hayley denied to Brooke
«as attracted to Tanner.
Htttj ran away after playing
1
Session tape and fell into
'n!y t injc mnd well. After seeing
1? tac® Dimitri argue, Erica ban™tlei G , from her wedding, but
,r>|cie® ^ with a vow to give her
1 %"> icing" wedding present.
ed fin ^ janet is forced to conoperate move.
E 'cause [her WORLD: On a spiriiave t ije with Ryan, Vicky saw
n(! *1 children would cope in her
and decided to return to
obby revived her, but she
i.ih no memory. Grant
mam oat Jake's odd behavior.

HOROSCOPES
I (March 21 to April 19)
pa creative nature come
Pthis week. You are adept
Ncating your ideas to
pas in business right now.
p week, you tackle a diffi™id chore to get it out nf
^ Hpril 20 to May 20)
a strategy for dealmhf
child who's
KChT
'ate- There's a

S"J
?AT YOU WI"
(
backing for that
Alt E LS

fPurchase
^dent I.D,

project you want to start. Your
energy level is high, and you
accomplish much.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Whether orally or literally, you are
at
your communicative best.
However, bide your time this week
when it comes to clearing the air
with a loved one. It's best to still
wait a bit.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) A
heart-to-heart chat with a close
friend clears the air early in the
week. You successfully complete a
difficult project that was bothering
you. All in all, it's a good moneymaking time for you.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Your
judgement is right on the mark this
week concerning your career and
domestic concerns as well. A child
comes to you for help with a diffi
cult assignment later in the week. A
romantic weekend is in the stars.
VIRGO
(August
23
to
September 22) You are briskly effi

/

say. Instead, simply lend a sympa
thetic ear. You want to socialize this
weekend, but it's best to relax.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) You and your mate
should address mutual relationship
concerns before things get out of
hand. At work, you encounter extra
responsibilities and some minor
obstacles. However, you attack
everything with renewed drive.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) You and your signifi
cant other make important plans
for your future together. However,
you need to spend some extra time
on a career project. What goes on
behind the scenes is to your bene
fit.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) A useful financial tip comes to
you from a surprising source this
week. That intellectual project you
relished at the outset is more time
consuming than you'd thought.

in
Hot MM!

• 3/22/97-3/29/97
Seats Still Available

v?

cient and at your best on the job
this week, you make great strides as
a result. Some have second
thoughts about a proposed invest
ment. Over the weekend, delve into
partnership interests.
LIBRA (September 23 to
October 22) Buying and selling are
favored this week. However, on the
social scene, it's best to get out of
the house as opposed to having
friends over. This weekend, there's a
decided emphasis on quiet leisure
activities.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) A private talk with a
higher-up at work brings key
insights this week. Be sure to fulfill
that social obligation you made
some time ago to a close friend. In
general, you are the picture of con
fidence and self-assertion.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) A friend comes to
you for advice but isn't really in the
mood to listen to what you have to

Based on DBL Occupancy
at Hotel Costa de Oro

Sure Travel
Helmut the Hilton

TaxPros
fiil
Ovvmrr/Sfyiis£

Lfey
R36AV:Benjamtn Holt Dr..
Stockton" CA 95207

speaahzhuj in
fiakcut, color, toectves c£

"Let the Pros Help You Get the Money
_ You Have Earned-Back
Where it Belongs - In Your Hands"

FREE ELECTRONIC FILING
FOR ALL STUDENTS & FIRST TIME CLIENTS
($25 Value)
'-4l09-43(MQg{r
laApmi I @paLbetl.net~

c * t jpft

A r t s ft"
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Thursday February 6
On Campus
McCaffrey Center Movie: Get On
The Bus 8p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students
with valid sticker.
Gender Studies Board Meeting,
noon-1 in Wendell Phillips Center
Conference Room. Everyone wel
come.
Basketball (M) vs. Utah State in
A.G. Spanos Center at 7 p.m.

Off Campus
Swimming (W) vs. Nevada and
Oregon State in Reno, Nevada at 1.

Friday February 7
On Campus

iA

t n . - i

< . v v p .

F.ntertalnment

McCaffrey Center Movie: Get On
The Bus 8p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students
with valid sticker.

under 12. Free to UOP students
with valid sticker.

Off Campus
Baseball vs. CSU San Francisco at
Oak Park's Billy Hebert Field at 1
p.m.

Chi Alpha Meeting in the Z
Building East at 8p.m.

Softball Alumni Game at Bill
Simoni Field

Off Campus

Hospital Modern Rock, 9 p.m., at
The Blackwater Cafe. $3 admission

Tennis fW) vs Iowa in Seattle
Washington
Poetry Night- Open Mic, 9 p.m., at
The Blackwater Cafe.

Saturday February 8
On Campus
McCaffrey Center Movie: Get On
The Bus 8p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children

£)rlnk

Softball doubleheadJL
Berkeley on Bill Simo'
noon.
Baseball vs. San
Francisco, noon

Franca?,it

Basketball (W) vs. Neva
2p.m.
(W) vs. Wash
Seattle, Washington

Tennis

Monday Februar

Sunday February 9

On Campus

On Campus

,.(

1

Pacific Business ForunJ
San Francisco 49ers j
5:30 p.m. in Faye Span
Hall.

McCaffrey Center Movie: Get On
The Bus 8p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students
with valid sticker.

Tuesday

Februaryl

On Campus

Off Campus

C

Monday-Friday
$1.50 Honey Brown Beer

MONDAY

a drinking est.

any draft beer

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

Luigfs TwoT(
Pizza . .$6
onion, bell
tomato, mui
garlic, piQea

%

$1.75

$2.00 p u r p l e h o o t e r s

olive,

PePf

ham' erfrfv)r
41 YEARS of QUALITY
"Manny's"

A

F

$2.50 Jack Daniels

Basil Burg
w/ che<Wer

6252 PACIFIC AVENUE

'frr/ua
C

THURSDAY

STOCKTON, CA

95207

swiss & tr

.$5.75

E.

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from the Bone

"Stockton's Best"

a

(Aj>lowet ^Jlo%

Honda)

§1.80

® 7135 Pacific Ave Stockton, CA 95207
Phone 477-7043,477-5574

Barbequed Beef Sandwich

Buy uottM

alter 10 P1

from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish Sandwich

featuring: Expresso Roma, Berkeley's Best

Mavo/ Butter

"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

i

GRILL

STOCKTON S ONLY

Steamed Artichoke

,

>AN FELIPI

Fish and Chips
on Sourdough

w88BAi|R*,5 feS¥it£M»U

Drive Thru Espresso

We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and poric...
Their feed is a sweet
qranola of com and grains...
etgrai
The Old-fashioned way
• World's First Oyster Burrito' Fresh Fish Tacos
' (umbo Garlic Prawns' Rotisserie Chicken
* Fresh Squeezed lemonade * Came Asada (grilled steak)
'Carnltas (roast pork)

»

1

DINING ON THE DELTA
EVERY TABLE HAS A VIEW
DECK AND FULL BAR
ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE TO GO
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!
Wood-fired Pizza's * Rotisserie * Fresh Seafood * Pasta
Casual * Fun * Lively * Affordable
Lunch * Dinner * Cocktails
6629 Embarcadero Drive at Ben Hott Drive west of 1-5
Stockton at Village West Marina
Locally Owned

209-474-6585

Reservations Accepted • Gift Certificates Available
Visa. MasterCard,American Express. Discover

(209) 478$
2324 Grand

I Ip Qu i—

Stockton, ^ y

Across

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

j: (209)!
4601 Pacific Avenue
(one block south of March Lane)

ATM, ASA, Discover & MasterCard

We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, & MasterCard

Parties

FRESH • NATURAL • NO LARD

(209) 465-2026

Fraternity
& Sorority

Arts & F.ntertainmerit

6. 1997.
£ruar£i

«>
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C/a5S«

jerjate Meeting weekly 5
nm. in the McCaffrey
er" Conference Room
1P

7

uj.V. Testing at the Cowell
th Center 6 p.m. -8 p.m.

inesday February 12
Campus

Jis (W)

VS.

Stanford

at

lord, 1:30 p.m.
•ssion of Ebonics: Pro and

Part of Black History Month
Cafferty Theatre,

7-9pm

Please let us
know what's
going on! Send
all dates, times
and places to
our esteemed
editor, Jan Pong,
and she'll make
you famous. Or
call her at

49ers chief at UOP
February 10 at 5:00
The Eberhardt School of Business presents Carmen A.
Policy's talk entitled "The NFL: A People Business." In January
1991 Policy was appointed chief executive officer of the 49ers.
He has developed a well- earned reputation as one of the pre
eminent executives in the professional sport with the fifth
unprecedented Super Bowl win for the 49ers in 1993. Policy
also serves on the board of directors of the Bay Area Council
and the San Francisco Convention & Visitors Bureau. In 1995,
he received the Silver Cable Car Award, which is given in
recognition of significant contributions to the SF business
community. Also he has recently been selected to receive the
San Francisco Mayor's Fiscal Advisory Committee Award in
recogntion of managerial excellence.

9 4 6 - 2 1 1 5

The Gallery Gifts & Things

For the-

you/jutf; ccwv't fund. anywheres eli&l

ody jewelry, spiked collars, etc...
icated o n M i r a c l e M i l e a t 1849 P a c i f i c A v e . 937-2991

A
Signed.

******
s\uty<or

6 bo**8

to

SbUcoatit 9ce Skating
at the Oak Pa*k 9ce Alette,

and every organ in your

This coupon, when presented at the OAK PARK ICE
ARENA, is good only for Public Sessions when no other
promotions are in session for ONE FREE ADMISSION
WITH ONE PAID ADMISSION.

b i o l o g y textbook

life do/j

tr esb
toppings

participant

One coupon per customer. Skate rental: $1.50
CITY OF STOCKTON PARKS AND RECREATION
15 Alvarado Street in Oak Park Phone (209) 937-7432

inv's

Expires: December 19,1997

fiagel Express
1461March Lane, Stockton
209-952-2435

Open: Monday-Friday 6 am to pm
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4pm

Our New York bagels are boiled
like the old-fashioned tradition.
|e$h bagels made from scratch 8 days a week on the premises
Bialys from heaven
*Pastries & desserts
vanations of baqels
*Full Express Bar
° variations of cream cheese
*25 Odwalla fresh juices
^t lunch in town
*Mocha Glacier - Yum Yum

'We call it pride, bagel lovers call it heaven!"

PHONE 952-3030 HOURS; SUN-THURS: 11:00-MIDNIGHT

Free Delivery
_.

1 Medium Pizza
1 Topping
+ 2 Cokes

(2nd Pizza only $4.00 more)

jr*
JT
ssssfsaas*®2®

I

.....

r%-

1 Medium Pizza
1 Topping
+ 2 Cokes

|(2nd Pizza oniy $4.00 more:

FRI&SAT 11:00-2:00 AM

Now Hiring
m>
Spued

I 92 orders
nrriers breadslicks
r
99c
|1 order cheesy bread $1.99
. 1 order Wings $2.99
1 (hot BBQ. or miid)
I (wSnamr pizza purchase)

X

v

Christina Fl0w^
Classified Manacle

The Pacifican
February 6, 1997
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For Sale

Part-Time and Work Study Jobs

Gov't foreclosed homes from pen
nies on $1. Delinquent tax, Repo's,
REO's. Your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000 Ext. H-8700 for current
listings.

Eagle Construction seeks mature
office support person part-time 2030 hours/week. Call (209) 466-5882
or visit 4217 Coronado Avenue,
Suite C, Stockton.

Seized cars from $175.
Porsches,
Cadillacs,
Chevy's, BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your
area. Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.
A-8700 for current listings.

Ralph's Softwar. e and Computer
seeks Service Technicians with
knowledge of DOS, Macintosh,
Windows, UNIX as well as basic
electronics. Contact John Luft or
Peter Sorokin, 429 March Lane 9575555.

The ultimate hangover cure! Sob'rK, the only patented product
proven to CURE the common hang
over. Satisfaction guaranteed or
your money back. Five packs for
$10
+
$3
s/h.
www.hangovercure.com 888-7742760 Ext. 700

Simpson
Moore
seeks
Administrative
Assistant
Computer/Mac/Internet literate.

Spring & Summer
pportunitie

All Applicants will b« subject to pre-employment
drug testing. EEO/AAP/M/F/D/V/VV

only $5700
yvl
per year
Save money and your teeth! Enroll now!
Call for brochure ~ (800) 655-3225

EMCO seeks part-time and full-time
technicians and engineers for vari
ous engineer and CAD projects.
Contact Richard Ormsby 11126
Ridge Road, Sutter Creek 95685,
(209) 223-4732.

i

Kelly Ball, 466-1264 xl7, 343
:
Main Street, Room 602.
Entrepreneurial
students/aluneeded to market long-dista"
telephone services. Flexible he
Commission with residuals poj.
ble. Contact Lon or Lisa at (2(
461-6271.
PrideStaff has numerous temp afull-time positions. Call 477.64;
or visit 2800 W. March Lane #362

EUROPE $239

"Model open daily

Within USA $79-$129

•Unique 1,2, & 3
bedrooms

airhitch@netcom. com
www.isicom.fr/airhitch/

415-834-9192

g
0)

•Park-like setting
'Fireplaces
•Pool/Spa

A P A R T M E N T !

O,
tmefictsttcit'tocnS

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive (209) 957-6710

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay itoft

YouH alsohave training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

Chinese. Cambodian St
Ar V'iptnomoco
Chinese,
Vietnamese cuieinA
Cuisine

& & m fa /&

*£

Pho'

Comer of March Lane St Pershing - next to FABRICLAND
Open Sun-Thurs 9 AM-9 PM Fri & Sat 9 AM-9.30 PM

1425 W. March Lane
Stocktoa CA 95207

473-3240

OFF
through February 28

LAP:

$150 off first months nr.!
on 1 bedroom apartments

NEW KIM TAR

£ tofii

~x

QUAIL

If you qualify, well reduce your debt—up
to $55,000. Payment is either of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.

Yosemite Concession Services Corp.
H.R. Dept. • P.O. Box 578
Yosemite National Park, CA 95389
(209) 372-1236

No charge for diagnosis and x-rays

McLaren/Hart
Environmental
Engineering seeks Temporary/Parttime/On-call civil, geotechnical,
environmental, or chemical engi
neering student assistant. Contact
Annalise O'Conner, HR Specialist
11101 White Rock Road, Rancho
Cordova 95670, (916)638-3696 FAX
638-2842.

Kelly Freed Teen Center seeks T
Coordinators (3 positions) ^
hours/week days and evening !
coordinate teen activities. Conta

Everywhere!r

osemite Concession Services Corp.
<offers
" you the opportunity to live and
work in one of the world's most beautiful
sites. The "Yosemite Experience" is a
tradition of exceptional guest service. If
you have the ability to work hard and
smile, now is yourchance to join our team.
We are currently accepting applications
for a variety of positions in all areas of
hospitality service in our hotels,
restaurants, retail & recreational facilities.
Starting dates are between March & May
for seasonal & year-round, full-time
positions. Housing is available for
applicant only. For information/
application call or write.

NEW STUDENT
DENTAL PLAN

Bring resume and cover letter to
Charlie at 555 West Benjamin Holt,
Suite 414, 477-2833 FAX 477-2874.

Mexico $199.r/t Cheap Fares

Y

I

IVj

1-800-235-ARMY
or
www.goarmy.com

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.'

Ui Lr
^

1997

Men's Volleyball on
their own streak

orts

,

• •

r

•

_ •

Tiger pitcher Dan Reichert allowed one run in six innings of work in the Tigers
5-3 loss. Reichert had a season-high 11 strikeouts.

Two-run blast shocks Tigers
Todd Duncan slugged a two-run home run with two outs in the top of
the 11th inning to lead San Jose State to a 5-3 victory over Pacific in front of
477 fans on Sunday Feb. 2 the Tigers last home outing.
^ ^ The win improved the Spartans' record to 2-0 and the Tigers dropped to

Greg Wakeham has been key as the Tigers have jumped out to a 5-0 overall
and 2-0 in the Mt. Pacific Sports Federation.

what

fila?

Pacific starter Dan Reichert escorted the Tigers to an early 3-1 lead
behind his season-high 11 strikeouts in six innings of work. He allowed four
hits and four walks, but left eight Spartans runners on base.
After the two teams traded runs in the second, Pacific knocked out SJSU's
in Jimenez in the fourth with three consecutive hits: doubles by Gus
>io and Derrek "Boog" Walker and a single by Shane Rooney.
Both teams missed bases-loaded opportunities throughout the game:
J in the fourth and sixth, UOP in the 10th.

Ricific StateBank
Your Bank for Your Future

UOP Student Accounts $3.00 per month*
Each\ way

from San Frandsco
Council

We invite you to stop by one of our offices to discuss:
Credit Cards • Checking Accounts • Savings Accounts
all other products we offer!!!

t6M<JH
"".
p

_

Rome

S t u d e n t fares, may require an International Student ID
•
d,Taxes are not included and may range from S6-S33. •
T1771V?/
Fares are subject to change^

CALL: 1-800-2-C0UNCIL
,

2

6

8

websites........ ——

6

2

4

www.ciee.org

5

real life flicks

6 So. El Dorado
1889 W. March Lane
2020 Standiford Ave.

Stockton
Stockton
Modesto

&

943-7400
943-3523
577-BANK

NATIONWIDE ATM ACCESS
Web Page: www.pacificstatebank.com
E-mail: pacstate@aol.com
Member FDIC
'Account must be properly maintained

nr

Snorts
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THE JOCK STRIP Amazing streak ends at sweet 16
Men's Basketball

BETTING LINE

HOME TEAM IN CAPS
MEN'S NCAA HOOPS
FAVORITE
SPREAD
UNDERDOG
PACIFIC
5
UTAH
STATE
PACIFIC
7
NEVADA
NEVADA

WOMEN'S NCAA HOOPS
3
PACIFIC

MEN'S NCAA VOLLEYBALL
PACIFIC
3-1
L0N6 BEACH
USC
3-2
PACIFIC

1996-97 PACIFIC
SCHEDULE &
RESULTS
(15-1 Overall, 6-0 Big West)
Nov 22 at Fresno State
L, 71-75
Nov 26 CS Stanislaus
W, 91-45
Nov 30 at BYU
W, 80-58
Dec 5 at San San Diego
W, 63-57
Dec 7 at Pepperdine
W, 54-52
Dec 14 Chico State
W, 90-55
Dec 21 Santa Clara
W, 77-59
Dec 23 Sac. State
W, 95-50
Dec 28 Georgetown
W, 73-56
/an 4 at Sac State
W, 73-47
)an 9 at UC Irvine*
W, 63-52
)an 11 at CSU Fullerton
W, 67-60
/an 16 Idaho*
W, 64-54
/an 18 Long Beach*
W, 74-57
Ian 23 Cal Poly SLO*
W, 68-64
Ian 25 UCSB*
W, 69-51
)an 30 at North Texas*
W, 55-52
Feb 1 at New Mexico St*
L, 76-80
Feb 6 Utah State*
7:00 p.m.
Feb 9 Nevada*
1:00 p.m.
Feb 13 at UCSB (ESPN)*
9:00 p.m.
Feb 15 at Cal Poly SLO*
1:00 p.m.
Feb 20 CSU Fullerton
7:00 p.m.
Feb 22 UC Irvine*
7:00 p.m.
Feb 27 at Boise State*
6:30 p.m.
Mar 1 at Long Beach*
5:00 p.m.
Mar. 6-9 BIG WEST Tournament TBA
* Big West Conference games
All games are broadcast live on KJAX
Radio (1280 AM)
For daily reports of Pacific sports scores,
schedules, and
information, call the Tiger Hotline at
(209) 946-2400.

MULTICOLOR
CUSTOM
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY
5 DAY TURN-AROUND IN MOST CASES

Chances are, when you left for
Winter Break the Hoop Squad was 5-1
and was just beginning to beat up on
their opponents. The Hoop Squad has
since upped their record to 16-2 over
all, an impressive .889 winning per
centage. Here is a quick run-down on
some games that you may have missed
while you were hitting the slopes or sip
ping a margarita.
-C.C.
Pacific 77, Santa Clara 59
(Dec. 21-Spanos Center): Pacific led
by as many as 22 in the second half,
to win its sixth in a row... Mark
Boelter scored a career-high 25
points, including 7 three-pointers...
Monty Owens also had a career
high, with 16 points, including a 910 night from the free throw line.
Pacific 95, Sacramento State
91 (Dec. 23-Spanos Center): Pacific
never trailed as it scored a seasonhigh 95 points... The Tigers had an
early 13-0 spurt that produced a 204 lead... Tim Bowman and Aaron
Woliczko each hit five three-point
ers and scored 17 and 15 points
respectively... Michael Olowokandi
added 16 points and nine rebounds.
Pacific 73, Georgetown 56
(Dec. 28-Las Vegas, NV): In a big
win for the Tiger program, Michael
Olowokandi scored 16 points and
grabbed
a
career-high
14
rebounds... Mark Boelter scored all
14 of his points in the second half...
Responding to a Georgetown run
that cut UOP's lead to 45-43, the
Tigers hit three straight three-point
ers (two by Boelter, one by Rayne
Mahaffey)... Monty Owens had 15
points and five assists for the
Tigers... The game was played at a
neutral site, the Thomas & Mack
Center in Las Vegas.
Pacific 73, Sacramento State
47 (Jan. 4-Sacramento):
In a
rematch at Sac. State, the Tigers
rolled to a victory lead by Rayne
Mahaffey's 12 points and Corey
Anders 11 points and 11 rebounds.

4. 1 Z!

r r-wior, o.
Pacific 63, UC Irvine
52
(Jan. 9Irvine): Corey Anders had a gamehigh 20 points and four steals and
Michael Olowokandi chipped in 17
points, as the Tigers pulled away in
the closing minutes from the winless Anteaters... Olowokandi keyed
an 11-0 run with five points over
the first 3:25 of the second half.
Pacific 67, Cal State Fullerton
60 (Jan. 11-Fullerton): The Tigers
were led by Rayne Mahaffey's 16
points, who came off the bench for
Michael Olowokandi after a knee
sprain... Olowokandi collided with
Corey Anders and would not
return... The Titans cut Pacific's lead
to one (49-48) with 9:13 left, but a
quick 7-0 run by the Tigers pushed
the lead back to eight.
Pacific 64, Idaho 54 (Jan. 16Spanos Center): Rayne Mahaffey
scored 16 points, starting in place of
center
Michael
injured
Olowokandi, while Mark Boelter
added a team-high 18 points... Vic
Trierweiler added 10 points and a
team-high seven rebounds... Monty
Owens scored seven points with
seven assists and no turnovers for
the Tigers.
Pacific 74, Long Beach State 57
(Jan. 18-Spanos Center):
Tim
Bowman came off the bench to
score 14 points and lead the Tigers
to a 17-point victory... Vic
Trierweiler had his first double-dou
ble of the year with 10 points and
10 rebounds... Mark Boelter added
13 points for the Tigers, who shot a
season-high 63.2% from the field in
the first half.
Pacific 68, Cal Poly SLO 64
(Jan. 23-Spanos Center):
Tim
Bowman came off the bench to
score a career-high 20 points and
lead the Tigers to a hard-fought four
point win... The Tigers trailed by as
many as 13 points in the first half as
Cal Poly hit eight out of 12 threepoint attempts... Cal Poly led 50-41
in the second half right before the

Tigers riDDec
ripped off a 14-0 run to 1

a 55-50 lead... Rayne Maid
scored nine points to finish)
run... Mahaffey and Mark "
each finished with 17 points.
Pacific 69, UC Santa £
51 Qan. 25-Spanos Center):
Trierweiler scored a career-hig
points
and
grabbed
rebounds... The Tigers broke
close game six minutes into th
ond half, using a 12-2 run to ex;
a four-point lead to 14 (55-41)
Tigers saw their biggest crowd ot
season as 5,311 turned out for
port.
Pacific 55, North Texas 52
30-Denton, TX): The Tigers r
back from a 12-point deficit
minutes left in the game for a
point win... Pacific overcame
worst shooting half of the
(.240) and a halftime score of
14... Rayne Mahaffey led the
with 18 points and seven retor
New Mexico State 80, P
76 OT(Feb. 1-Las Cruces, NM):
losing to the Aggies, the T
dropped their first game since
ing the season opener... Pacific
lied from a nine-point deficit
11:09 left in the game to take a
57 lead with :43 left in regulati
NMSU came back to cut the Ti
lead to two (63-61), Pacific hit
of two free throws to extend
lead to three... The Aggies c
down and took a quick three•er and it missed but grabbed
offensive board and pumped
three to tie... The Tigers miss
15-footer at the buzzer but
missed forcing overtime...
Aggies took a seven-point leaa
2*23 left in OT and UOP—ll
the lead to one but the Aggie
on to win.
Big thanks to Mike Mil
and the rest of the staff
Sports Media Relations ofpee.

(209) 951-8010

CD - VINYL RECORDS • TAPE

NOW IN STOCK

Tom of punk and ska imports and vinyl!!
T-shirts end posters too!

California Tees

We pay CASH
for your used music 1
Call for details.

1439 N. El Dorado #C • Stockton,CA 95202
(209) 467-7624 -FAX# 467-0320

840 Benjamin Holt Drive Stockton CA 95207

AUTHENTIC

$2.00 off

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES-FRESHSALADS-SOUP
DRAFT BEER

2300 W.Alpine Ave. 462-6668
(1 Block From I-5)

vtitii coupon
one coupon per P|ZZ
I expiresT/3l^J

There's been some
games that have been
real close/' said
Jacobsen, "and I feel
that, maybe, I could
have made a difference."
I

"It might make more
sense to have the guys
who start now, keep on
starting," said
Olowokandi, "and I just
come in and do my 'little
thing' and go back on
the bench."

WL

e!
tied
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t Jacobsen wait until next year to play his final
i in a Tiger uniform. His knee injury ended his
t prematurely.

"He makes us bigger and
stronger and scoring
better inside," said
Coach Bob Thomason,
"but we want him back
when he's healthy."
Michael Olowokandi expected to return for this week's
games after missing the last six games due to a knee
injury, earlier in the season.

alien Tigers watch from the sideline as team wins
[COLTON
tots Editor

Adam Jacobsen started the seathe high hope of leading
team down the road to March
"ess- Unfortunately, Jacobsen
have to wait another year,
•he team looks primed for a
'•season run, but they will have
o't vvithout last year's scoring
'r' Jacobsen went down with a
'"-ending knee injury only two
es into the season. He opted to
ofth r e c * s ^ r t J ° r t h e remainhe season, making next seaTh S' as a Tiger.
ere s been some games that
n real close," said Jacobsen,
that I could have made
o
a difference." On the whole,
pbsen
never doubts the rest of
1 w'th

the team, because they are playing
so well.
Jacobsen underwent successful
surgery on January 7 to reconstruct
his Anterior Cruciate Ligament
(ACL) in his left knee. He is walking
without any pain, he said, and
there is some soreness when he
wakes up.
UOP's other injured star, 7-0
center Michael Olowokandi, has
also been sidelined, but only since
Jan. 11 when he went down with a
knee injury in the second minute of
a game at Cal St. Fullerton.
Olowokandi
sprained
the
Medial Collateral Ligament (MCL)
in his left knee when he collided
with Tiger swingman Corey Anders
as they both went for a rebound.
His injury, although not as serious
as Jacobsen's, has made him a spec

tator for the past six games.
"Its been a little bit tough," said
Olowokandi about sitting out. "I've
focused my attention getting well as
soon as I can."
"The Kandi Man", as he is aptly
nicknamed due to his sweet post
moves, expects to be back for
Thursday's game against Utah State,
but he is not a lock for the game.
Olowokandi wants to start but said
his knee is "day-to-day".
"It might make more sense to
have the guys who start now, to
keep on starting," said Olowokandi,
"and I just come in and do my "lit
tle thing" and then go back on the
bench."
Just as Jacobsen was last year,
Olowokandi is vital to the Tigers'
success, even though the team has
won six out of seven without him.

He was averaging 12.6 points per
game and a team-best 7.4 rebounds
per game.
But will Olowokandi be the
same dominating post player he
was before the injury?
"I think I'll come back and be
the same basketball player," said
Olowokandi.
He was featured
recently in the San Francisco
Chronicle as a premiere talent.
Coach Bob Thomason pointed
out that Olowokandi has missed the
better part of six league games and
that the team will be better when
he returns.
"He makes us bigger and
stronger and scoring better inside,"
said Coach Thomason, "but we
want him back when he's healthy."
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Come early, or else...
... Only 1000 student
seats available tonight
CHRIS CROSBY
Marketing Staff, Pacific Athletics

Women's Basketball

Women rack up W's
JOSH MONTERO
Pacifican Staff Writer
It was a combination of strong
defense, smart offense, and crash
ing the boards that netted the
Tigers a pair of Big West Conference
wins over the weekend.
Friday night's opponent, the
North Texas Eagles put up a fight
before losing to Pacific 83-77 in OT.
As the first half came to a close,
both teams had pulled down 13
boards, shot roughly 53 percent
from the field, and the Eagles
nursed a four-point lead.
That lead would disappear in
the second half behind the 23
points, four rebounds and almost
flawless shooting of freshman
guard Eden Palacio.
Not to be outdone, sophomore
forward Sarah Yarbrough attacked
the glass with 11 boards to go with
her nine points, and senior center
Kate McAllister put up 14 points
and grabbed nine rebounds. Also
in double figures were, freshman
Martha Yarbrough with 11 points
and junior Cathy Lauritzen with

Sunday's game brought the New
Mexico State Roadrunners into
town. The Roadrunners got a quick
bucket, just 11 seconds into the
game, but it was all Tigers from
there.
The Tigers' punishing defense
and quick ball movement put them
up by a handful four minutes into
the game, drawing a time-out from
the Roadrunner bench, and an
emphatic "SportsCenter" theme
from the Pep Band.
By the half, the Tigers were up
10 and the Roadrunners second
half performance only got worse.
From the opening seconds of
the second half the Tigers had a
rhythm going that would rocket
them to a 77-64 spanking of New
Mexico State.
Despite taking a wicked elbow
to the face, center Kate McAllister
managed to throw down 18 points,
while guard Eden Palacio hit for j
another 12. Cathy Lauritzen scored
14 and got 7 boards, while Sarah
Yarbrough scored nine and pulled
in six rebounds.

The Pacific Men's Basketball team is off to its best start in school h
with a record of 16-2. There have been near sellout crowds at even Ca S'
the Spanos Center this Spring. At the last home game (before the serT
even started) over 500 students attended the game with faces painted cha
ter masks, Hawaiian shirts, and crazy hats. The student presence has bee
huge lift for the atmosphere at the game and the players have responded to
additional support.
Although it is well publicized that students get in free to all Pacific Athli
events, keep in mind that there are limits when it comes to the word "ft
In actuality, for every home game there are a maximum of 1000 tickets av
able for UOP students, on a first-come, first-serve basis. When you enter
game you will receive a ticket to an assigned section and seating location. 1
athletic department wants and encourages your attendance to all of our a
letic events. Space is limited for student seating, so please be sure to art
early to the games to guarantee the best possible seat. A limited number
floor seats are provided for students and are the first tickets given out at I
door.
With the team's success it looks like there could be a sellout at n
remaining home game on the 1997 schedule. The next two games are Febru
6th and the 9th. The Sunday, February 9th game will be televised live on KO
Channel 13. The last two home games are on February 20th and 22nd.

Right:
Rayne Mahaffey was
named Big West
Player of the Week
on January 27, after
his performance in
wins over Cal Poly
and UC Santa
Barbara. He is aver
aging 10.8 points
per game and has
been in the starting
lineup for the past
six games.

Left:

Corey Anders has been a solid cotributor averaging 9.2 points pe
game and 6.2 rebounds per gw
His stellar defense has helped
Tigers hold opponents to ap
points a game.

